Identify an “assessment guru” on the faculty who will singlehandedly complete the effort.

Hold a faculty meeting to discuss the learning goals the Center has for its degree.

Use a curriculum map to identify the courses in which each program learning goal is addressed.

Throw one’s hands up in the air and scream aloud to the cosmos.

Study the CTE assessment parody videos for tips on best practices.

Quickly survey graduating seniors to get some idea of how well they learned.

Work with KU’s Blackboard team to collect data from rubrics in each assessed course.

Draft your complaints and nail on the program director’s office door.
Laptop

Hard Copies of 1000 Graded Assignments

Bottle of Jim Beam

Mobile hotspot

Port-a-potty

A collection of CTE parody videos

Josh Potter’s phone number

A 50-year collection of Assessment Illustrated, autographed by Barbara Walvoord.

Glue stick

A pair of clean underwear

Ping-pong ball

A copy of Creative Budgeting, autographed by Sam Brownback

A selfie stick

Shark repellent

A rubber duckie

Arm floatie